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WELCOME, HIGH SCHOOL DEBA TERS
SPECTATOR

NUMBER 9

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1946

VOLUME XTV,

H. S. FORENSIC TOURNEY BEGINS TODAY
TheSTUDENTOBSERVER

STUDENT
OBSERVER
by John Powers

Dorothy Nicoli Chairmans
Sodality Christmas Party
For Sacred Heart Orphans
The Sodajity Christmas party for the children of the
Sacred Heart Orphanage will be held at the K. of C. Hall
on Tuesday, Dec. 17, from 2:30 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. Dorothy
Nicoli is chairman of the party committee, and members
of the committee are Mary Trumbull, in charge of donations; Mary Jane Hudson, entertainment; Joanne Cruickshank and Katie Niedermeyer, food; and Eda Schrier and
Mary Clemens are to take the favors.

The "liquid sunshine" of Seattle keeps up its traditional habit
that of descending and seems
to have replaced the happy countenance of "Old Sol." Ican't help
but wonder, as Isit In an overcrowdedlibrary, if that is the reason for the overwhelming enthusiasm tor knowledge that seems to
On Friday, Dec. 20, the Sodalhave invadedS.C. in the past week- ity is sponsoring a mixer at the
It couldn't be the fact that the K. of C. Hall from 0:00 p.m. to
.students are being confronted with 12:00 p.m. Chairman of the dance
something new and different In Is Ken Wood with Dick Hourigan
the way of examinatlone, could asco-chairman. Those on the comit?
mittee are: Lorraine Brule, pos-

—

—

1

TED TERRY
SPEAKS TO
PRE-LAWYERS
their final meeting of the fall

In
Well, the quarter is at last com- ters; DeJores Mastodi, Dick
quarter,
the Pre-lawClub met laat
ing to an end. It has been a highly Shanks, and Dianne Ftebig, decor- Thursday evening In the liberal
successful year for the ASSC and ations.
Arts building. BIU Quinn, club
its subordinate organizations. MaTickets for this dance will be president, presided and gave a
ny difficulties have hadto be over- on sale next week in the main
brief account of some of the discome, the most formidable of lobby of the Liberal Arts Bldg.
on various phases of the
cussions
which was the unwieldy size of Those in charge of tickets are United Nations which were held
the student body. However, these Ken Wood, Beverly McLucas, Mike at a recent International Reladifficulties have been confronted Hoffmann, JoeO'Brien andMaxine tions Club Conference at Maryland, due to some fine student lea- Gill.
hurst College. Jack Haasze disdership, to a great extent have
The profits from this mixer cussed tho problem of the U. N.
been overcome. Iam sure that we
will go to help the missions. vetos. The featured speakerof tha
can look forward to a continuevening was Ted Tery, a promination of this superb record during There will be Bingo games in proent member of last year's gradcess during the course of the evethe rest of the school year.
class, who spoke on his
uating

There have beenmany criticising ning, for those whowish to contri- experience as a student' at the
of the discussion over the Inability bute to this worthy cause. Ootne University of Washington Law
of some of the new students to one,
School.
come all and join the fun!
"break into" school activities.
opinions
which
Contrary to many
term this discussion as silly,
foolish, short-sighted, etc Ithink
that It is a good thing that this
discussion was brought out into the

Contestants Sign For Events

Fourteen Catholic Schools
Send Delegates to 11th
Annual Forensic Tournament

Fourteen Catholic High Schools from the Pacific Northwest will be represented by more than 100 contestants in
oratory, debate, extemporaneous and impromptu speaking
at the eleventh annual Forensic Tournament to be held at
the College today and tomorrow,.... December 13 and 14. This
tournament, the largest ever held here, is co-sponsored by
the Gavel and Forum Clubs of S. C, under the co-chairmanship of Fred Holt and Gerri Lee Testu.
Registration is to begin at 1:00
this afternoon, and Beverly McLucas, president of Gavel Club,
and Christine McHugh, president
of Forum Club, will welcome the
visitors. There will be an Information Booth In the lobby of the
L.
A. Building from 12:30 to 5:30
Students of Seattle College
Four Seattle Prep students register for Forensic tournament. Left today
irom 9:00 to 5:30 to- of Nursing, Columbus Hospiand
Jim
Henriot,
Broulette,
Frank Murphy,
business man- morrow,
to right: Tom
where exact information
division, are dedicating
ager Bill Mulligan, and Jerry Malone. Co-chairmen Fred Holt and
as to what debate or discussion is tal
Oerrie Lee Testu look on.
off-duty
hours this week to
In progress a* all times, where,
and who is participating, can be Christmas and graduation exobtained. Tags, rules, schedules, ercises. Beginning tonight
etc. can be obtained there. This with a holiday party and gift
booth will k«ep a notebook for the exchange,
the program of
benefit of thixse committee memwill
be climaxed Satevents
bers or contestants who wish to
p.m. with grad8:00
urday
at
leave
for
one
messages
another.
With the application of the l"he speaker for the forthcomA few I. X.'s will assist in helping ation ceremonies for nine
final coat of paint, the place- ing Labor-Management Forum, contestants
around the nchool.
members of the class of Janment of numerous panes of Thursday, December 19, will be
Scholarship Award Given
uary, 1947.
glass, and the printing on the Harry H. Lewis of the United Roscoe Balch will head the ora- Following
Service.
Suba business meeting
Conciliation
main entrance of "Faculty States
ject will be a discussion of the U. tory contest, which traditionally of the Columbus Hospital Alumnae

Columbus Will
Graduate Nine
Nursing S.C. ers

Faculty Moves
In As Working
Men Move Out

Conciliator to
Address L-M
Forum Thursday

A.dvisors-120" in official gold S. C. Service for which he is the awards a one year scholarship at
letters, the individual faculty local representative. The Forum the College for the best Sr. class
offices are now ready for use. is open to all who wish to attend speaker. Bob Larson and Don
have*—"charge' of the' debate,
Located on tnfe f'rst floor of and is held in Room 123 of the Cox
"Resolved That
Federal Gov-

Association, a Christmas party

was staged by the alumnae and
stuaents of this post.Tuesday? J*-v
cember 10, in the nurses' home.
the
Building.
Liberal
Arts
Building,
the Liberal Arts
A formal dinner, given in honsystem
Last evening Roy W. Atkinson, ernment should provide a
of the graduating class by the
these offices will provide a regional
or
complete
of
medical
care
available
director" of the Congress
Missionary
Sisters of the Sacred
many
haven of peace for
a of Industrial Organizations, spoke to all citizens at public expense."
who
own the hospital, took
Heart,
Ellen
Mary
supervising
is
Moore
perplexed student.
on the topic, "We Face the Fuopen.
Thursday evening, De'
on
place
and
impromptu
speaking
the
Bob
one
need
of
an
adIf
feels the
ture." Mr. Atkinson has recently
Ithink that now most of the
Hospital suvisor-student conference with Fa- returned from the national con- Michaels the extemporaneous cember 12. Columbus
students realize that the school
the banpervisors
who
attended
speaking.
George
has
Jack
Flood
and
S.J.,
he
but to vention of the C. I. O. at Atlanther Carmody,
activities are open to all, with no
Sarah
included
Mrs.
Laufquet
Anderson have charge of judges
step into room 2; with Father tic City.
exceptions.Of course,you may not
Mrs.
man;
Ulirig,
Catherine
Miss
the
chairmen.
and
McGoldrick, S.J., room 4; with
be appointed chairman right away,
Plyman, Mis3Marie Conky,
Eileen
with
5;
room
Nazleh
Volpe,
Housing
visiting
Dr.
for
students
but you can certainly do your
has been arranged by Rosemary Mrs. Eleanor Oeser, Miss Lillian
Vizetelly, room 6; withMrs.Leonshare.
Barrett. JimHenrot and Jim Mc- Collier, Mrs. Dorothea Bair, Mrs.
ard, room 8; with Fr. Oanway,
To be appointed chairman, it is
Emily Ray,
S.J., room 9; or with Fr. PeronBride headthe business committee Mary E. Vernon, Mrs.
not only wise and desirable, but
Miss
Beebe.
and
Elsie
teau, S.J., room 10. In addition
of the tournament, and Margaret
also necessary, that you have
O'Brien is handling publicity.
Highlighting graduation week
to the advisory for these various
provedyourselvescapable of handconsuldepartments,
spiritual
a
will
be the Commencement exerParty
Will Climax Tournament
iing the job. This need for capaSki A special Maas will be offered cises on Saturday night, December
College
be available for the benThe
Seattle
tant
will
by
bility has been demonstrated
efit of those at the College.
teammet last Friday to elect in the Winter Chapel at St James' 14, at 8:00 p.m. at the nurses"
the capable direction of the acti"evAccording
Leonard,
to
Mrs.
Cathedral at 8:00 Saturday mor- home. Seniors who will receive
example;
vities this quarter, for
eryone is happy in his new home," Jack KoenigandHuston Riley ning for committee members and their nursing diplomas during tho
High
the
School
Informal,
theFall
(with its private phones and even Captain and assistant Captain contestants.
The participants will ceremonies are Misses Eva Obert,
Debate Tournament, The Mikado,
a special bulletin-board phone of the team.
be
honored
at the close of the Evelyn Driscoll, Beverly Strobeck,
etc.
booth for those on the staff who
event Saturday evening with a Mary Louise Albre c ht, Ozella
As long as I have mentioned
do not havo their own offices). Koenig is a 1938 graduate of banquet in the Cave arranged by Eastman, Jean Booth, Elizabeth
the Fall Informal, there is an inAbove all the Instructors wish to Roosevelt High School and winner Louis Duvall, and a party at Mc- Rhodes, Doris Balch, and Denise
teresting event which caught my
stress
the fact that students are of the Class B slalom race at the Hugh Hall, under the chairman- Binbander.
notice, that Ithink you wouldlike
always welcome to come In for
ship of John Spellman. All stu- Dr. K. P. DeDcnato will act as
to know about. The Decoration
Ski Bowl in 1939. He has competed
advice.
dents are invited to attend the master of ceremonies at the gradthe
CATHIE
STIRRAT
faced
with
Committee was
GEORGE ANDERSON
in NationalPark Novice Races at debates
and various speaking con- uation program and Dr. E. K.
problem of a lot of work to do,
has been started
that
work
quite a bit tests. The party, however, will be Dight as chief of staff. The Rev.
Guild
announces
Mt.
Rainier
and
did
Drama
The
time
to
It,
and little
No one to do
will be presented
of jumping and slalom racing im limited tocontestants and commitdo it In. So Pauline Cruickshank. on its annual winter production, which
(Continued on page 4)
the
Guild
has
of
faculty
year
menThis
The
and
students
January.
Class E until the war came along tee members.
during the last part of
one of those able leaders I
The schools participating in the
tioned, appealed to the vets for chosen the John Cecil Holms production, "Best Foot For- the College express their deep- and made a sailor out of him.
tournament are: Seattle Prep, Of
sympathy to Frank Allshio
est
George
help. The Vets, nnder tho direction
by
produced
ward." This three-act comedy was
on the death of ins father in
A graduate of Garfleld In 1940, Dea, Holy Names, Holy Angels,
of Joe Besson, John Carey, and
at the Ethel BarrymoreTheater in New York in 1941. Seattle.
Abbott
raced in the Silver Sklls Holy Rosary, and Immaculate, all
wonderfully
Uiley
responded
Farrell
Jim
Stlrrat
The
includes
Cathie
cast
of
sympathy
and
the
and
other
tournaments until he of Seattle; Aquinas, St. Leo's,
Prayers
■and did a bang-up job.
as Gale Joy; George Anderson
the
and
students
exl>roke
his
in thirteen places and Bellarmine, of Tacoma; Marfaculty
leg
that
are
IK's
have
announced
The
will pJay the part of Bud (who
toLarry Benedict on tho during a meet at Mt. Rainier In quette, and St. Josephof Yaklma;
tended
they are accepting letters of apto the dance) ;
to
death of his father, Mr. Law- 1940. Still not completely healed, Vancouver College of Vancouver,
plication for membership. Here hopes escort Gale
The Clearbrook Riding Acas Hunk
appear
Leo
will
GlUman
the leg prevents Riley from say- 8.C.; Providence Academy of Vanfor
rence
Benedict In Seattle. ,
apply
a
chance
to
good
is
ademy
at E. 143, 17th N. E.
Bud'
Dutch,
end Roger GUI as
3
Sympathy is also extended to ing just how much competitive couver, Wash.; and Qonzaga at
an organization designed primarwill
be
the scene of a party
The
feminine
interest
Leon Oarria on the death of skiing he will be able to do this Spokane.
ily for service, sacrifice, and loyal- class mates.
The Commerce Club of Seattle
given
by the Riding
be
supplied by Phyllis Toung
will
be
to
Miss
in
Ills aunt
Adelo Carria
year.
ty to SC.
Saranne Breene who College, at its bi-monthly meeting Seattle.
as
Helen
and
evening at 7:00
Club
on
this
a
sponsoring
The Sodality is
According to Captain Koenig,
last Tuesday evening:, electedofp.m.
Dancing
of
will continue till
group
4)
a
orparty
(Continued
page
Christmas
for
on
ficers for the coming two quarsome unpleasant talk has been go1:30
a.m.
and
refreshments
phans next Tuesday and coulduse
by
ters, a procedure established
ing around the school concerning
any help they can get. See Fr.
Tickets
for the
Stanley
McNaughwill
be
served.
club tradition.
the Chieftain Sk<. Team and this
Perontau.
informal,
a
ton, retiring secretary, was electparty,
is
"It
would
be
nice
which
is
can
his answer:
Also, Sodality is sponsoring a
president; John Deignan, viceed
the
from
gesture
people
irom
for
to
refrain
An
be
obtained
from
members
of
announcement
mixer on Friday, Dec. 22.It might
A meeting of Gamma Sigma
has been received president; Wyoming Brooks, secsarcastic
remarks
about
making
office
Dean's
Club.
again
Riding
The Gavel club scored
be interesting to notice that the
Alpha Journalism honorary will be the
which states that the examina- retary; and John P. Stanford, with, another string of brilliant the team. Several1, statements of
A limited'number are on. sale
profits of this affair will go to the
Monday, Dec. 16, at 12:00
held
treasurer.
type came to my attention
tion dates for the Fall Quarter
victories at an intercollegiate de- that
missions.
purpose of and Dick Shanks, publicity mannoon
in
room
220.
The
president
limber-up
John
Gockel
while
to
Retiring
attempted
we
will be as follows:
bate tournament with Seattle PaThe Gavel Club continued to
the meeting will bo to discuss re- ager, stressed the fact that no
2-hour subject: Tuesday, Dec. opened the meeting with a review cific College last Tuesday evening. at Austin Pass.
represent SO in its traditional
vision of the G. S. constitution, tickets will be sold at the door.
during
of the Club's activities
the Journeying
17, Regular Class hour
out to Seattle Pacific 'The boys are sincerely devoted and to plan an extensive contest Those who wish to attend are
style by winning 16 and tying 1
3-hour subject: Wednesday, Dec term of his administration. Sec- College the Seattle College group
out of 21 debates against Seattle
to the purpose of placing Seattle campaign for S. O.s potential urged to buy their tickets early
retary McNaughton commented on proved
18, Regular class hour
they were more than
that
Pacific College.
and are assured of a good time.
future activities and plans. Dr. a match for theirhosts by winning College on the ski map and such writers.
5-hour subject:
Due to the untiring efforts of
Ithaa also been announced that
organization
Officers
of
the
spirit
We
8:00 subject: Thursday, Dec. 10 Paul A. Volpe, head of the Com- sixteen out of twenty-one de- talk does not promote
there will be riding at 2:00 p.m.
Fred Holt and Gerrie Lee Teatu,
president,
Marguerite
LaVoy;
are:
ill
to
any
can
afford
overlook
merce Department and dub mod—8-10
bates with one tie.
Seattle College will sponsor its
talent, and anyone who thinks he vice president, Jeanne Marie Esoh- Friday for members of the club at
subject: Friday, Dec. 20 erator, expressed the hope that This
9:00
a near repeat of the is qualified
was
annual high school debate tournashould not bo self-con- bach; secretary, Dorothy Klingele; Gay's Olympic stables.
Club activities could be extended
—8-10
seventeen wins out of twenty tries
ment Friday and Saturday. Here
to
future
other
cluba
scious
turn
out. If you cannot treasurer, Kenneth Schweitzer.
to where
10:00 subject: Thursday, Dec in the
at the College of Puget Sound help us with your talent, please Other members are Mary Stev- FOR SALE: One Eplphono (guiis another example of what allof a specified nature can be es1
»—
10-12
tournament four weeks ago. The help
tar), case, and amplifier. Call
out etfort and work can do. Often
us by keeping your thoughts enson, Bill Moffat, Colleen Floyd,
11:00 subject: Friday, Deo. SO tablished in the commerce departPR.
5891.
yourself.
you."
page
4)
on
to
Thank
and
Joan
O'Neill.
(Continued
division.
(Continued on page 4)
—10-12
ment

Drama Guild Production
To Feature G. Anderson
And C. Stirrat in Leads

S. C. Ski Team
Names Jack
Koenig Prexy

IN MEMORIAM

. Riding Club

ToDance at
Academy Tonight

McNaughton and
Deignan Will
Lead Com. Club

EXAMS

S. C Debaters
Win Sixteen
Against S.P. C.

GSA to Meet
Monday for
Contest Plan

Friday, December

THE SPECTATOR
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SPECTATOR

The Spectator, the official publication of the Associated Students
of Seattle College, will be published every Friday during the scholastic year.

REVIEW

Try the Course First!

13. 1946

Word to the Innocent
Time was when Cosmology was one of the most abstruse of
subjects but now most collegians have conducted actual experi-

Valeria Kemf

Out of the War have come
ments in the resources of space, that Is to say, they have shared
many psychological dramas, molockers. Not that it will be news to you, but in order that the
Editor
L. JOHN FLOOD
tion pictures, and novels. The
future may understand college life in 1946, we here present a
Associate Editor
GEORGE ANDERSON
one
of
novDark
Wood
is
these
partial list of the contents of locker 56: 1ironing cord, 1basketEditors
KEN
ROMANO,
CATHERINE GIBBONS
Managing
ball, 1 can baby powder, 1 can Vicks Vaporub, 2 prs. overalls, 3
els. It deals with two poignant
Roman Collars (?),a plaid shirt, 2 girls slips, a dress, a roll of..
News Editor
PAT COLLINS
problems of human reconstrucwall paper, a can of paint, 1 pr. rubbers size 12, and of course
Feature Editor
JIM HUGHES
tion. The problems of the rebooks, coats, etc. Curly Weibel owns the tin can and he's sick
Sports Editor
TOM TANGNEY
turned soldier and the war wiArt Editor
LORRAINE BRULE
of it. Comes January and everybody else moves out! Should be
dow.
worth seeing.
Rewrite
John Rooney
The heroine is one of the
Proof Readers
Rosemary Barrett, Marie de la Torre
many
women who would not
With all their usual zeal for the better things of life, the athletic
Photography
Frank Barrett
department moved into their new office last week. Messrs. Fenface life nor death. Her husband
BUSINESS STAFF
ton and Beasley scouted around, found a beautiful shiny desk with
was killed during the heavy
Business Manager
KEN SCHWEITZER
chairs, befitting the importance of their department. Then Bill
fighting in Italy and was bur808 APPLEGATE
Advertising Manager
hurried to the city to purchase keys, thajf they might preserve the
Circulation Manager
CHRIS McHUGH
ied there. She refused to beshiny office from the coarse touch of the hoi potyloi. When he
returned he found that someone had stolen the desk. Now they
lieve that he was dead until
have two chairs and a key.
— L. J. Ashurst, F.REPORTERS
she met the hero, a returned
News
J. Bell, M. A. Carey, M. R. Carlisle, R.
veteran with a terrific problem
M. Eisen, E. T. Ernsdorff, P. A. Fogard, C. L. Griffin, K.C. Griffin,
always received A's in this subject dur"But Doctor, I
A girl we know is very bright in math but everyone fails someV. I. Harvey, J. H. Henriot, M. A. Hoffman, D. A. Klingele, M. L. of his own.
ing my high school days. Don't you think I
could skip
time and when finally a problem stumped her, she sought help
McKee, T. A. Meyers, M. de la Torre, M. A. Trumbull, M. A.
The rehabilitation of the vetit here at College, for something more advanced?"
from Professor Harry Kinerk of the Engineering department. He
Shrauger, M. E. *Wilcox, J. A. Wilwerding.
eran has been hashed over until
it for her in nothing flat, as the saying goes. Yes, that
worked
Wellll,
you
why
smart,
"Oh?
if
are
that
even
Sports
Mehelich,
B. P.
T. E. Sheehan, M. J. Gray, J. A. Tangney
the public and the veteran are
was the only one she nad wrong when the corrected papers came
Solicitors— M. J. Steith, E. E. La Fortune, H. R. Wales, M. J. Trumbother
here?"
going
more than a little tiredof the
back.
bull, R. M. Randolph, L. C. Hemness.
subject. What many of us have
Feature Editor
Typists
A.
M.
O'Neil
Klingele,
B.
I.
not thought of however, is the
A. B. Buck, P. T. Dorgan
Circulation
Our congratulations are extended to the members of the IK.
problems that the widows were
They will, according to an old tradition, be treated to a beer bust
face. Chirstine Wesforced
to
Editorial and business affices are at 10th and Madison Street,
in the near future, when IK member 810 Moeller announces his
ton seems to understand to a
Seattle 22, Wash. Subscription rate, 50c per quarter. Advertising
to Jeanne Boyle.
engagement
degree
certain
the terrific adRazen
rates on application, 75c per column inch.
"Well, boys, this Christmas
justment that many women
and the woman who
you will probably succumb once
were forced to make when they
wears Cobra stands out alone in
St. Mary's made a national reputation this fall with their Singfound themselves completely
again to the ingenious lures of
all her beauty like some new
ing Saints. Other teams may have played better football, but it
without any emotional attachvarious perfume advertisements divine instrument soloing to the
was generally admitted that the Gaels excelled in melody. As all
buy your current item some
life. What the author
gods." "Cobra" is really a very
ment
to
and
who are taking Cafeteria 77 at 9 o'clock will testify, Seattle ColThe eleventh annual high school debate tour- does seem to forget, however, bottled bait.
harmless elixer, containing neilege is in a position to challenge that. This column will back Earl
nament, sponsored by the Gavel Club, willbe held this
are the many womenwho solved
ther snake venom nor white and his Star Spangled Chieftains against Wedemeyer, O'Connor
What shall it be perfume to
Friday and Saturday. This tournament has been suc- their problem in a much less bring out the beast, perfume to iodine. It just has a name. The and Co. in any fair and open contest with sharping and flatting
only way a woman can get atway. It wouldn't make
bring out the Best, or perfume
penalized but no notes barred.
cessful since its beginning in 1936 and has become dramatic
exciting reading, perhaps, but
tention when wearing "Cobra" is
to hide BO? Do you want her
increasingly important every year. Entertaining Cath- the heroine in this novel seemed to smell like a San Francisco to wear "Cobra" and nothing 6 As
who has not, the debonairMister OUiner found himself engaged
the pitiable state
else.
opium den, the backroom of a
olic high schools from all parts of the state, the tour- to represent
in a baffling, frustrating contest with one of these super Venetian
Oorday offers "Toujours Mol,"
into which much of this gener- Buddhist shrine, or the county
blinds in room 820 the other day. Finally he turned to the class
ney strengthens the good will and feeling of these ation has fallen. She drifted
"Jet," "Tziagane," and "Miss
morgue on cleaning day? Beand explained, "This is one of those American Inventions they
1
from
one
ideal
constantly
Lucy
Oyster
Chowder,'
schools toward Seattle College and toward one anto the ware when choosing a perfume.
Button's
haven't finished inventing yet."
with no goal nor apparent Have your girl take allergy
plus a picture of Venus de Milo
other. While there is plenty of competition and friend- other
People
effort.
of this type are
looking for a fourth for bridge.
before presenting her with
ly rivalry on the debate courts, there is ample oppor- characteristic of the so-called atests
Blackie Thomas and Bob Trumbull, one of our better debate
"Breathless" is touted with
bottle of scent. Perfume adtunity for debators to become acquainted when not lost generation. They have vertisers have no scruples, and pictures of shadowy ladies hav- teams, came up against a very pretty and quite inexperienced debator at Seattle Pacific College Tuesday night and young Trumenough money to live on; a
ing their hair dried by little
no holds are barred in selling
competing.
place to hang their hat but their
bull took her logic apart in his dramatic and masterful style. She
puffs
whispy
of
hot
air.
The
their product to the public.
just wanted to go through the floor, she told us later, "but," she
This year's topic, "Resolved: That the federal gov- soul is starved and their heart
locks symbolize the almost in"Flame d'Amour," described
added,
longs for somewhere to stay.
"I liked the old man!"
tangible
perfume.
allure of the
as a "heady, luxuriant fraernment should provide a system of complete care
Someday I hope Ishall be
If you leave the cork off the
grance in a bottle shaped like
available to all citizens at public expense,'' offers suf- able to read a modernnovel that a rose," is guaranteed
There it was on the blackboard, that big word EUPHEMISM.
to turn bottle, the room will be comficient argument to satisfy even the most rabid orator. solves situations in a practical even the most demure young pletely deodorized within five Naturally someone wanted to know what it meant. "Why," deThe tournament, however, does more than induce and efficient manner.Miss Wes- girl into a foaming maniac with minutes, even to the most per- clared Bill Trutman, "that's when they kill off an old person/
ton writes in a clear smooth Freudian complexes. Take a tip sistent odors.
high school debators to Seattle College, acquaint them style.
She presents a rather oriA reverent pause should prefrom Dana, andiinvest $22.50
think it illustrative of something or other, the irate individwith each other and offer a question for argument. ginal plot, but when you had for a drop of "Platine," which cede the next revelation. "In- ualWewho
was claiming that the publicity on the Fall Semi-Formal
you had that feeling
will make your blonde the most
toxication" is designed to go
It is at this tournament and similar high school de- finished
was so bad that he didn't know until Thursday that there would
that all was not right with her
ravishing thing in life. The odor
straight to the heart. With "Ineven be a dance. "Did you read the Spectator?" he was asked.
bate tournaments that the men of tomorrow are de- philosophy nor with the char- varies with the degree
toxication" is designed to go
of per"The Spectator? Oh yes, that's the college paper," then he added,
oxide present. Tax extra.
is stirred so deeply that he can
veloped. The keen minds and ready and alert wills acters she used to express it.
"but Inever read it." "Well," someone said, "there were signs on
not tell a zircon from an ice
"Discovery" has all the exthe bulletin board. "I," he said, "never look at the bulletin board, ■
developed in this type of speaking, backed by a solid
cube. "Intoxication"doesn't pull
citement the name implies, plus
but I'd certainly like to get hold of that publicity chairman, he
schools,
training
=
moral
in our Catholic
help immeasany punches. It comes in a bota cloudy glass stopper on the
did a lousy job."
bottle showing in relief a map tle shaped like an 18-caret
urably to produce rationalized thinking and governwedding band.
of the world. This, apparently,
ment.
Father Lindekugal, distinguished skiing casualty, forgot a book
is for the more intelligent ladies
Lentheric offers "Tweed," a
for
his Apologetics class Monday. "I left it at the house," quoth he,
For these reasons, it is up to us, the student body,
to wear to night school.
wholesome concoction of leather
"and I'm just too lazy to run over and get it."
rum,
"Tabu,"
squeezings,
heavy-bodied
the
"forbidden"
perto stand back of the high school debate tournament
fume, ia reputed to be known
and a dash of after-shavelotion
Let's listen to what these high school kids have to
the world over as the perfume
for the outdoor girl. "Miracle,"
for if we hear them and don't learn and prosay
that seems to never quite leave
an alchemist's cocktail of eye
out girls that don't go here.
of newt, tail of dog, blind Open Letter
whatever it touches. In other
fit by their wisdom, it's our fault— not theirs.
MD
An Irated Freshman,
words, it sticks. "Tabu" is adfrog's tongue, and ear of hog, ■ Otto T. Trott.
Besson, Pre-Law
John
vertisedby a picture of a violin- is recommendedfor the girl who Dear Doctor:
The Seattle College Ski Club
ist in a passionate embrace
doesn't mind chemical burns.
i
withhis accompanist In the mid"Confetti" ia a delightful mixwishes to express its gratitude
Dear Leander:
sauce,
dle of a prestlssim.o The conture of frim-fram
old
Although the Chieftain basketball squad has lost
to you for your splendidmedical
There seems to be quite a
sensus of opinion, however, is buttermilk, and the fuor oils of assistance given to the ski controversy around the
its first few practice games, it appears that SC is going
school
that the poor chap was so over- Schiaparelli. It is popular as a
Baker, Nov. upon the subject of "CORSAGto have a big year in basketball with tough opponents.
casualties
at
Mt
come by the cloying odor of
beverage.
non-alcoholic
ES." Many want to break the
29. 30, and Dec. 1.
the "forbidden" perfume, that,
Consider yourself warned,
We have noticed along with the sectators at the last
rather than fall flat on his
men. Whatever brandof perfume
If it had not been for your
age-old tradition of presenting
few games that our shapr-looking casaba five is playing
face, he grabbed the nearest
you buy Her, carry some Inyour date flowers before trippsquick, efficient work, we are
in dull and nameless uniforms. Maybe these uniforms
object for support.
sect spray as an antidote.
sure there would have been ing off to an aristocratic
were flashy in their daybut they are certainly well worn
"BLAST." Others still think
more absentees from classes
AGO
at Seattle College and
TEN
YEARS
girls are worthy of this
struntion
their
Also,
to
please
now.
if new ones are be ordered then
than there were. Seattle College
-little
token.
Iguess I'll have to
in his business elsewhere.
Monday morning looked like an
IN THE SPEC
make certain the name of our school or squad is imbreak down and agree with the
FRANCIS ARMSTRONG
Recalling his childhood, Mr.
infirmary. With 5 fractured anfirst opinion. It Is getting
Jerry Dremert's column last
printed upon them so strangers can distinguish our
kles and 23 sprains it shows
Mr. FRANCIS* J. ARMArmstrong revealed that it was
tougher and tougher every day
number
of
week
the
mentions
that there 'are many novices in
STRONG, virtuoso of the violin, not his wish
team from their opponents.
to have a bicycle
to purchase corsages or haven't
cement
iron
blocks,
bricks,
bats,
who teaches string enthusiasts
our Club. However, we hope to
as it is with the average youngyou heard that "FIFTHS" went
so nothing is wasted, the old varsity uniforms
the art of playing the violin,celprofit by experience and believe
etc., which had been dug up of
ster, but to have a fiddle. He
up $2.00 last week. Why not
could be turned over to the Jay-Vees so at least they lo, viol, and other stringed in- begged
there will be fewer injuries on
late
Alumni
(1937).
inform the
his parents for years bestart the evening off "RIGHT"
Tuesday
trips.
struments every
future
can wear our school colors. At present the JV squad
at the
fore they finally granted his 'Spec that these are the ruins of
instead letting the girl know
is well-known not only
most fervent wish: to have a
We realize more than ever, that sheIs playing
(handball
is wearing everything from purple pants to orange College,
famous
built
alleys
the
"second Fidin Seattle, but in other parts of
the importance of the work done
violin of his own. Press reports by
dle" to a "BOTTLE."
the College back.in 190.0.
jerseys. The last few practice games have been crowdthe world for his ability as an
by
the National Ski Patrol. Befrom different parts of the
ALCHOHOL ANONYMOUS
ed, and even ifthe admission price has been low, profits artist.
oause of its prompt action and
world indicate that this violin
the skill of its members, hun- Praise Be!
He is well impressed and produced results in later years;
taken at the gate will more than cover new uniforms.
The Seattle College Filipino
dreds of injured skiers' lives
pleased with his present small
Letter to the Editor:
for example, we have the folAny other such item as warm-up jackets or socks should but enthusiastic group at the lowing which is taken from the Club recently organized, elects are saved by this organization
Praise to the students who
Mauro Oblen, prexy; and Aneach year on the ski-slopes of
came out and spoke their piece
College, but he sincerely hopes
also be added to the list.
Seattle Post-Intelligencer: ".
the nation. The Club is deeply
that more string-minded musicieto Maiizano, vice-prexy.
about Betty Coed. But weeds to
Francis Armstrong's authoritaindebted to the Patrol and to
cians will join his class; so all tive command of the violin ,
the women and men who disyou for the first aid given its
might benefit from the training
agreed. Ifor one think these
the Inherent beauty of the lovely
The women athletes are turninjured members.
aa a part of a complete string
Post-War Gals have to be changandante (by Mendelssohn) was
You've got to have a name — anyway we were un- orchestra.
Ing out in numbers, with Lois
Sincerely,
ed, at least some of their ideas.
fully revealed
the fiery FinDahlquist andKathleen Beilleau
Joe O'Brien, Pres.
der the impression that most people have names. The
achieved with facility
18. M.
Mr. Armstrong also teaches ale
Seattle College SkiClub
column "Letters to the Editor has as its main re- violinoff the campus at his own shorn of gaudy effect." Other besting all corners at badminSympathy
glowing accounts of Mr. Armton.
quirement a policy insisting that the name of the studio.
To: The Students ofSeattle ColKnot
Yours
strong's
technique have appearArmstrong's affection for the
Dear Knot-Head;
lege
person or persons writing the letters make their name,
ed
New
m
the
Paris
York
Herviolin began early in life, when
Alumni
at
let
the
From:
Why
attendance
the
women
students
The Intramural Football
ald, the London Sunday Times,
or names known to the Editor of the Spectator. As we
he was but a child in New
express their opinions so radiTeams
communion
breakfast
was
swelland
The
of
Globe
San Francally in that column called the
have already stated, however, names will not be print- Brunswick, Canada.His devotion cisco.
We all wish to express our
ed with the presence of W. F.
continued through his early
thanks
Speak."
they
"Students
If
think
for the overwhelming ated if such is the desire of the writer.
Jahn, Earl W. Slffennan, J.F.
training in music at the Royal
they're so "hot" then why do
tendance you have so generously
We emphasize this point due to the fact that sev- Conservatory of Music at Leip- Those who have, not as yet dels, and J. Arthur Olmer of they bother to say anything. given to the games that were
zig, Germany; his concert tours filled out a PUBLICITY CARD the class of '35.
Those few women that are con- played during the past four
eral anonymous letters have been received, and though of
Europe and North America; this year, please
ceited like that are always
weeks. We further want to exso
ONCE,
do
AT
they have proven to be interesting and timely, we did / his Musical activities at the
their
shooting
press
mouth
off
our sympathy to the Varanyturn
It
"Maroon"
In to the Public Rehoop season opens
Cornish School of arts, theSeat- and
not accept them. Remember, when writing a letter to
way. To the men that think the
sity basketball team if they reOffice,
Room 211, Liberal as hoopsters invaded the north Post-War Co-ed
tle Art Museum, and with the lations
has changed, I ceive the same support.
the editor make sure that the editor KNOWS WHO Seattle
Symphony Orchestra; Arts Building. Blank forms may to meet the Vikings of Belllngagree 100% andadd thatit's up
Resptcefully yours,
WROTE IT.
and run(inurn today In his In- be obtained at the Main Office.
liam Normal.
to us to change them or take
An All-American
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PORTLAND U TILT TOMORROW
Chieftains Open Hoop Term
Jay Vees Meet
Sinn Feiners Chalk Up
U.of W. 'B' Team Against Olympic J. C.
Seventh Straight Win;
Tonight at Pavilion At Garrigan Gym Tonight
The Seattle College Junior
Take Championship Varsity
This week end marks the initial intercollegiate basketenters its first colle-

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
..
.

The first intramural football championship of Seattle College was decided Tuesday afternoon in the mud and rain
at Broadway playfield. The all-victorious Sinn Feiners made
it seven in a row as they defeated a tough Vet's team to
the tune of 14-12. The victory gave Ray O'Leary's Sinn
Fein team undisputed possession of the Intramural championship. The referee, one of the few who braved the
weather to watch the game, sounded the whistle and the
underdog Vets received from the favored Sinn Feiners.

by Tom Tangney

giate competition tonight
when it tackles the University of Washington 'B" squad
at the Pavilion. As a preliminary feature of the Washington vs College of Puget Sound
tilt, the J. V. game will start
at six o'clock.

ball play for the Seattle College Varsity. Tonight the Chieftains take on the Olympic Junior College five and tomorrow night the University of Portland Pilots. Both games are
to be played at the Garrigan Gym and a full house is expected each night. Game time will be eight o'clock.

The basketball picture at .ent team on the Chieftains'
Seattle College is pretty much slate is the University of
what students had hoped for. Gonzaga. The Bulldogs have
Pep Team, Pep Band and
With the invasion of veter- walloped the Eastern WashYell Squad will be out to accomoans into the athletic field, ington College five, 66 to 46,
date the students both nights and
indications are that the Chief- and last week droppeda close
ASSC student body cards will be
The Washington "B" squad,
for entrance. However,
required
tains have developed into a one to the Washington State For the first prat of the period
By
coachedby Art McLarney, has had
Bill Fenton, Assistant Director of
high scoring machine. An im- Cougars to the tune of 42 to neither team could get on the
The Seattle College quintet, Jed Athletics, pointed
several set backs this season, howout that student
move and an exchange of long
Schuss
by Earl Spangler, scored their secpressive number of former 40.
"" " *
with
ever,
some
new
names
added
body cards would not insure enpunts ensued throughout the matriumph over Northhigh school, all-city, and allCol Druxman to its lineup this team promises ond straight
trance. "When a capacity crowd
jor part of the quarter. Ray OIndependent League opponfull
west
promises
It
to
be
a
evgrace
ball-handlers
the
be
tough
competition
state
to
in its
has entered, the doors will be
Leary, the Irish captain connected KOENIG NEW SKI CAPTAIN
ents, last Saturday night, as they
closed to all," he stated.
college roster this year, and ening when our Junior Var- with Pat Manley on a long pass, The major highlight of the week class. Although the Chieftain J. V.
trounced Ft. Lawton 45 to 28.
height
team
slight
edge
has
a
in
squad
tonight
out
the
closing
sity
steps
should
hold
their
in
the
minutesof
first
Tonight's game will be a strong
the Chiefs
in skiing circles is the election the Husky "B" squad has the
The first half was a nip and
which
quarter,
put
University
of
the
Sinn
Feintests
for the Chieftain five as
league
play.
to
tackle
the
own in Winco
tuck affair as the two teams tradlast Friday of Jack Koenig and edge in experience.
they
tangle
with the scrappy
However, it must be remem- Washington "B" squad at the ers out In the front by six points,
basket,
College
ed basket for
the
Huston Riley as Chieftain Skt
sevtry
Olympic
College quintet.
point
Farrell's
for
made
it
Junior
Lineups
are:
pulling away 23 to 16 as the half
bered that with the war's University Pavilion. It will be en nothing.
team captain and assistant cap- S. C. J. V.
to
of W. "B's" ended. In the second half, with big The boys from Bremerton have
U.
end, veterans flocked into ev- a preliminary game to the The outstanding and decisive tain, respectively.
Earl Mattila Earl Spangler leading the way, already downed the U. of W. "B"
Art Hasting F
ery school in the country, Washington vs. College of Pu- play of the game came in the
F
Jack
Don O'Nell the Chieftains made a rout of the squad and the SeattlePacific ColSweeney
Koenig is the 1939. Class B slathus strengthening all teams get Sound tilt, and game time second period, when the Irishmen's lom champ from the Ski Bowl, Romic Hanning C
Al Keen game. Coach Budnick substituted lege team by decisive scores. It
is 6:00 o'clock. This early southpaw passer, Lloyd Reed, com.
M. Groseclose G
Ed Ulloa freely, giving the whole squad a will be their second Winco league
equal"basis.
on a fairly ""
*
and has done quite a bit of other Don Goebel G Jelly Anderson
opponent, having dropped a close
start will allow time enough pleted a short pass down the cenchance to play. Spangler led the game
and jumping in Class B
racing
last Tuesday to Pacific
who
was
Farrell,
ter
Jim
still
to
Norm
points
wishing
to see
and
Rocky scoring with 18
Subs: Seattle College
The Santa Clara Broncs for students
College 51-56. Tonight
Lutheran
the
war.
wellRiley
is
juggling the ball as he rambled before
Moore, Steve Nava, Don Sund- Willis followed with 9. The indi- they
seem to be headed for some both the J. V. and Varsity fifty yards down
will have their sights set on
the field to a known from high school days at bom, Jim Bauer, Jay Gilmour, vidual scoring was:
West Coast recognition on clubs in action tonight, to get touchdown. Jim's kick made it Garfield back In 1940 and thereupset victory over the SeattleSeattle College
Ft Lawton an
Dave Chamberlln, Tom Boyd.
ites
and Coach Budnick's men will
the maple court this winter. to the Garrigan Gym by var- 14-0.
abouts, racing in Silver Skis tour- Subs: U. fo Wash. Tom Ward, F
Powell (4) Willis (9)
to play top grade ball to
have
throughout
(B)Sands
It will be a strong squad that sity game time.
In
nament
and
others
Proth
(5)
the secThe Vets came back
Ron Haug, Joe Crevling, Lefty F
** » "
prevent
It.
Reilly (2)Spangler (18)
boards the train for the
ond half with a renewed determin- Washington and Oregon.
Anderson, Earl Peterson, Bud C
Saturday
night's game brings
G
(Continued on page 4)
Amoto (3)Mdver (4)
Smith, Bob Olsen.
Northern trip early in Janu- Here is a warning notice ation. They opened the third quartUniversity
the
of Portland Pilots
and
G
inspired
passing
(O)Lang
(4)
Nerdram
ary. Already, the Broncos to all Seattle College students er with an
into Chieftain territory. The Pilots
in
Substitutes:
running
College:
Flynn
attack
which
resulted
Seattle
have defeated a potent Uni- whointend to see one or both their initial score. The touchdown
(2), Blakely (2), Sullivan (1), are reportedly a green team,
versity of California squad, of the varsity games at the play being a deceptive pass, Jim
Pinyan, Sweeney. Ft. Lawton: however, the trouncing they gave
the St. Martins Rangrs last Tues49 to 39, after which Califor- Garrigan Gym this weekend. Jasper's to J. Tulle, who raced inTom Sheehan Cudahy (2), Harris (7), Hill (2), day
night, in Portland, gave no
seat,
get
intend
to
a
you
St.
If
to
end
zones
with
four
Irish
Long,
Winaley.
whip
proceeded
nia
to
the
This week the Sportlight shines big enough for the three of them,
indication of this fact. The Portheels.
failure
glimpse
a
of
backs
at
his
Their
get
38.
The
U.
of
or
even
to
unassuming,
complexloned
on
dark
Mary's, 65 to
as a result, Howie Lang and Bill
land men scored a 63 to 42 victo convert left the Vets trailing Bill Sands. Bill Is figured to carry
W. Pavilion promises some the Chieftain quintet, you by
Sands transferred to other insti- Joyce's
tory over the Winco league team,
eight
points,
14-6.
one of the main scoring punches tutions. All three became outexplosive action as Chieftain had better arrive early. Game
their
attack being led by Jim Manfor the Chieftain basketball quinion, star of last yera's squad.
tangles with Bronco on Janu- time for both nights is 8:00
tet this season. He is a product
o'clock and seating capacity
The Rose City school is consistary 6th.
of Franklin High School, class of
—
December 13 Olympic Junior 1944,
McHugh Hall, a late comer to ent in producing top flight maple
Another strong independ- is extremely limited.
where he won three Varsity

Let's —

It!

|Bhe

Seattle College
Raps Fort Lawton
45-28 Score

—

—

Sportslighting
—

Independents
Lead in League
With Eleven Wins

SCHEDULE

—

College (Garrigan Gym)

letters in baseball and three in
basketball.Prior to Franklin, Bill
land (Garrigan Gym)
made a letter in baseball and
—
December 20 Everett Jr. College
basketball during his Freshman

December 14 University of Port-

Beasley Says

(Everett)

By Ed Beasley
Our Northwest champs, the Idaho Vandals, are not exactly a howling success in their present trip throughout the East. Thus far they
have lost all three games. The Jesuit college in Philadelphia, St.
Joseph's, turned in a surprise victory by a 60-39 score over the tall
Idahoans. And did you notice the names on the St. Joseph squad?
Sounds like the roll call of the A. O. H.— Welsh, J. O'Neill, Malley,
O'Drlscoll, R. O'Neill, O'Halloran, MoGrath and Reagan.
On a recent visit to Seattle, Father Frank Corkery made a statement which must have caused him some anxious moments last Monday night. Our former President who now serves in the same capaof, nearcity at Gonzaga has no high regard for the athletic prowess
by Whitworth. In fact, he stated that he would leave town the day
Gonzaga lost to this new arrival on the athletic horizon. Last Monday the Bulldogs won over Whitworth, 50-53 in an overtime game.
Could be that Gonzaga was a trifle overconfident after its surprisingly close game, the 42-40 loss to WSC. The boys didn't realize
that a loss to Whitworth would send their President into deep se-

clusion.

Santa Clara, our opponent in early January, rather surprised us
by a ten-point victory over California. A former Gonzaga boy, Laney,
was the bright star for the Broncos. This towering center is a cousin of Fathers Leo and William Gaffney, both of whom are remembered by their many friends among the older students of SC.
This game with the U. of Portland should bring out a full house
on Saturday night. The last time these two teams met was back
in the early '20's. Father William Dunne, S. J., now President of
San Francisco University, was then coach of the College. He had
some pretty fair men to work with, too. Art and Tom Duffy, Tom
Butler, Jimmy Logan and Ralph Ferrandi really knew their way
around the floor. Tom Duffy was never too robust, even as a student, but the other four were strictly A-l performers in any grade
of college competition. To leave out the names of such men as
Tommy Glenn, Norm McKay and Earl Doyle, also players of those
days, would be to pass over men who played very fine basketball
for their Alma Mater.
The games in those days were played at the K. of C. gym and
were between the Blue and White of SC and Columbia College. It
will be a new picture at Garrigan Gym Saturday night when the
Chieftains meet the present University of Portland. But the rivalry
is old and tense and gives promise of a real battle. And our Chieftains better be in there fighting! In the bleachers will be some of
the grads who played against this same opponent in our last con-

FREE TOSSES: Our old friends John Katica and Frank Watson
are now with the Seattle Blue Devils, the newly formed professional
team. The recent series in Portland brought two victories In the
two games but the crowds were smalL Six hundred fans turned out
the first night and but half that number saw the second contest
Father Small's statement that the SC faculty was more interested
in SC athletics than the students as judged by the relative number of each attending our games received added confirmation Saturday night. Fathers Carmody, McGulgan, Logan and Conway attended the Fort Lawton-Chleftalnmatch. Tom Tangney and Co. along
with John McKay and his group brought the rooting section to a
dozen. Of course the game was not advertised extensively so this
Is not intended as a criticism. Even the game report In the Times
spoke of the win of the "Pirates" over Fort Lewis.

——

Vets Defeat
Mikados, 19-0 in
Semi-Final Game

to
dampen the spirit of the Vets and
Mlkados Intramural football team
as they metin the semi-final game
The mud and cold failed

—
—

—

...

in the league playoffs. The Vets
came out on the. long end of the
hard fought game, downing the
Mlkados 19-0, and earned the right
to play the undefeatedSinn Felnners, for the league championship.
In spite of the weatherthe game
was a passing thriller and found
(Continued on page 4)

1112 Broadway

Kramer Directs
Turnout For
Schuss Men

—
—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
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Denotes Winco League Games

son.

YOUR FRIEND at

SORRENTO DRUGS

-

where you buy your

-

DRUGS COSMETICS SCHOOL SUPPLIES
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
Corner Terry & Madison

KENNELL ELLIS
«

Artistic Photographers

1426 Fifth Avenue Building

i

■■

—

QUALITY SERVICE

■

I
BILL LOHRER'S
ICHRISTMAS SKI VALUES

—

.

Next Door to Chieftain Fountain

CONVENIENT LOCATION

—

—
—
—
—

court squads and this year will be
no exception. Tomorrow's game
will be the first time these two
schools have met In competitive
sports for over twenty years and
spirit should be keen.

5-Point Cleaners

—

, MEET

test 25 years ago.

—

year at O'Dea. An oddity about
December 21 Fort Lewis All- that
Freshman year at O'Dea is
Stars (Garrigan Gym)
the fact that Bill Sands, BillCourDecember 27 Eastern Washington age, later a star at O'Dea, and
road trip (Tentative)
Howie Lang, later a star at SeatDecember 28 Eastern Washington tle Prep, were all members of the
road trip (Tentative)
same Freshman class. However, so
January 4 Seattle Pacific Col- the story goes, one school was not
lege (Garrigan Gym
January 6 Santa Clara University (U. of W. Pavilion)
January 17 *Central Washington
College (U of W Pavilion)
January 21—^Western Washington
College (Belllngham)
January 24 University of British Shuksan Arms, Mt. Baker, was
Columbia (Vancouver) tentative the scene of the Seattle College
January 25 University of British Chieftain Ski Team turnouts last
tentative Sunday morning. Acting Coach,
Columbia (Vancouver)
*
January 31 Whitworth College "Fritz Kramer directed the turnout
of nine men desiring a place on
(U of W Pavilion)
the
team.
February I— *Eastern Washington
The practice in slalom and down
College (U of W Pavilion)
February 4 Gonzaga University hill constituted the main points
of the work-out. Although the
(U of W Pavilion)
February 7 *St Martin's College team has not yet been selected,
novices and experts alike turned
(Lacey)
February B—*P8 *P ac 1f 1c Lutheran out to see how the competition
"stacked up" at SC.
College (U of W Pavilion)
Jack Tangney and Jack Koenig
February 14 *Whltworth College
outshined in the slalom, while the
(Spokane)
February 15 *Eastern Washing- rest of the men were about even
in both events. Being early In the
ton College (Cheney)
February 17 Gonzaga University season, no time trials or meets
have been scheduled. However af(Spokane)
February 19 *Western Washing- ter another two or three workton College (U of W Pavilion) outs, the ski team will probably
February 22 *Paciflc Lutheran be ready to start competition.
Those turning out were Jack
College (Parkland)
February 25 *St. Martin's Col- Tangrey, Jack Koenig, Dick
Adams, Bill Shoemaker, Mel Galege (U of W Pavilion)
mache,
Barney Biteman, Jack
February 28 *Central WashingRedenbaugh, and Clarence Alliton College (Ellensburg)

the bowling league, took a game
from the undefeated independents
inFriday's Meet. PhilShort, In the
last frame made a 4-7, 6-1.0 split
saving the game for McHugh,
(Continued on page4)

BILL SANDS
standing stars at their above men.
tioned Alma Maters.
Getting back to Bill, while playing basketball at Franklin, he was
twice honored with an All-city selection. In his Junior year he led
the city individual scoring race.
He also made the All-City baseball team in his Senior year. He
was both a star pitcher and third
baseman for Franklin. After his
graduation, he played ball for the
Bobby Morris High School All-

Star nine.
In the summer of 1944, he Joined the Army Air Forces. While in
the service he played basketball
for Kcssler Field, Mississippi, and
for the Clark Field All-Stars in
Manila, Philippine Islands. Immediately after his release from the
army, with a record of 25 months
behind him, he entered Seattle
College as a Business major.
Not being outstandingly tall,
Bill Is able to hold down a forward berth on the team through
his exceptional ball handling and
phootlng ability. There is one distinction about Bill's basketball
style and that Is nearly everyone
of his attempts at the hoop carry
a very high arch to it

Bill is different in another sense
too. He Is the only family man on
the team, and he Is very proud of
his little six month old baby.

Clipper Service
Across the Street from School

QUALITY PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS

IDEAL NO. 1, complete as follows:
CHOICE OF NORTHLAND, SPLITKEIN,
GREGG flat top laminated or ridge top solid
hickory, factory refinished government skis
with metal edges; ANDERSON & THOMPSON No. 15 cable bindings, Suwe Tonkin
cane poles with leather grip, dural rings. Skis
are basewaxed and harness is mounted for use.

*A 95

t«l

I DEAL NO. 2, complete as follows:
Genuine Government Splitkein skis with metal
edges, Anderson & Thompson No. 26C poles
with rubber rings, A & T No. 15 cable bindings. These skis are basewaxed and mounted
and are very flexible and ideal for girls and
boys; the same ski in civilian model sells at
$39.95 without harness or poles.

91t»65
£.if

"

. ..

DEAL NO. 3, complete for:
hardwood skis
CHILDREN'S OUTFIT

7.95

with safe kid's harness, mounted and waxed.
Any stout shoe will fit this outfit.

**

1

FLASH

* ir

WHITE STAG and SUN VALLEY SKI PANTS
100% ALL WCOL

Women's Ski Pants
14.95
16.95
Men's Ski Pants
I Extra long all wool Gabardine men's pants ... .21.95
SPECIAL SERVICES
Open Evenings Year Around Till 9:00
ic We Rent Anything In The Store
"JC We Flu or Service Any Ski Equipment
if Use Our Got-A-Ride Service
We Welcome Last Minute Hurry-Up Jobs!
if We Operate A Rental Shop At Snoqualmie Summit

ic

*

|BILL LOHRER'S SPORT SHOP
"29 Yean Helping Seattle Sport§men ,p
4306 University Way

ME. 4400
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The Students Speak

by Joan

By Jim Hughes and Peggy Lesser

QUESTION OF

From the Halls Norm Reynolds Searches

Lines on Former
SC Students

THE WEEK:

Should corsagesbe banned from semi-formal dances
at Seattle College?

.

LORRAINE BRULE (Soc.-Senior) "Absolutely not! Forraals are of wearing corsages should not
the dances we rememberlater and reach the point where it is deemthe size or price of them doesn't ed nscessary. S.C. dances should
matter one bit as long as they're not be so formal that all rules
there to add to the atmosphere." of intricate society need be folGERRY McKAY (Lit-.Tunlor) lowed. Isay, no, don't ban cor"No Idon't think flowers should sages, make them optional.
be shunned, because we don'thave
JAMES H. ARD (Com. Sci.too many big: dances during the Frosh) "I am no authority on
year. Just so it doesn't take too dress for an institution as a whole,
but Ithink it should be optional
much of the vets allotment."
JACK WYNNE (Foreign Trade- unless otherwise stated for a spe" Soph.) 'I'm married so Idon't cial occasion."
have to worry, but for guys that JIM IHXER (Pre-Dental Frosh)
do, there are always cemeterys." "I don't think corsages should be
JIM ENGLISH (Pre-Med Soph) banned for all S.C. dances, but
"Can't be done on $65 as is evi- leave it up to the guy to decide
dent by the small attendance at whether she gets one or not."
the Fall Semi-Formal last Fri808 CARROLL (Com. Sci.day."
Frosh) "A beautiful girl is like a
ED (MAC) McCAULEY (Chem flower. Why divide that beauty
Eng-Freshman) "Noses are red, into two flowers; one is enough
Violets are blue, ycu won't get for one night."
either if Itake you."
PAUL BAKER (Pre-Med Frosh)
"All a vet has to do is set aside
(Continued from page 1)
$64.99 a month and the problem

SAKAZIN

O'Nell

by Joan Martin

Wendall Shay, former Student
Body President, is attached to McArthur's staff in Japan. He is civilian head of the Catholic Educational Program. (His wife and
three children expect to join him
soon.
From New York, we hear that
Jim Rothstein, a student from
1933-37, is associated with his
uncle in the diamond business.
January 4, 1947 has been set as
the wedding date of Mariollne
Lawdnc and Bill Stobic. Marioline
Went to the college In 1943-44.
The wedding will ttke place in Yakima, where they will make their

The "residents'roost" was jumping with activity last.week with
preparations being made for the
big Sarazin-Bordeaux dance. But
this week the girls have been
working on themes and cramming
the hall haa been
for tests
unusually quiet. Yet each day
comes up with its rare tidbit. For
instance, one night after lights
out the silence was cut by the
clatter of dishes and silverware

For Two More 'Cats' as
Pep Band Swings Along

Forty Hiyus
Hit Trail;
Korn Kuoted
December 8 saw the last official
hike of the Fall Quarter. Forty
hikers departed bright and early
Sunday morning accompanied by
Father Logan and Miss Jeanne
Tangney of the English depart-

. ..

ment.

Seen and heard on the snowy,
sleety, rainy trip to lake 22 was:
....Professors Tangney and O'Brien raising the intellectual standards of the club. Jim O'Brien is
now teaching at Bellingham Nor.mal.
Tony Gibbons extricating himself from numerous legs and bodies. His last words were, "Well,
Ihave three new Joints."
Leon Carrla again requested to
"Alice Blue Goto." Queried
sing
"Cats" pictured are; 1. to r.: Steve Von Oasher, sax; Norm Reynolds, Leon, "la it the song or my
trumpet; BuzzBower, drums; BIU Morino, accordion; ». Eisen, clarinet

as Daint Thill climbed Into her
sack (which was loaded). Then
we heard "It's Potter's Field for
you, Phyllis Ann Barnhart, you
joker." Clare Moshofsky gave us
home.
a laugh by dogging it to breakA recent visitor to McHugh
fast in her chartreuse Jobs (PI'S,
Hall, was Fred Collins, a student
Imean) rolled at the knees, yet.
in 1934. Fred is a member of the Al
Smalland Joe Corrlgan Invaded
Seattle Fire Department.
the place Monday with their Watvoice?"
Teaching in the graduate qchool kins products. All they could sell
at Notre Dame University is Paul were numerous cases of deodorant.
'College
Cats,"
was or- Ellen McDevitt who would raThe Pep Band, self-termed the
McLean. Dr. McLean is a former
Thanks to Virginia Harden who ganized for the express purpose of giving pep, entertain- ther swim than hike— «o she did.
student and also formerly head of went forth with her ax and haulFather Logan quipping, "I use
ment, and spirit to the cheering section at Cheiftain games. hard boiled eggs for wampum."
the English department tt S. C.
us
Evergreen
ed back an
tree for
* * *
band, equally important, is to Theme of the hike we've got
and to the gals who strung It with Another ambition of the
them on the list, they never will
December 28th has been set lights, hung on the balls and spread the good name of Seattle College.
be missed.
Immediately previous to the
as the wedding day of Margaret draped it with icicles,- our living
The next scheduled hike will be
(Mimi) Horan and Jack Petrich. room sports a beautifully decorat- start of the Fall Quarter, a meettoDiscovery Bay on December 22.
Mimi is a graduate of 1945. The ed Christmas tree. And speaking ing was held and attended by the
Additional information on, this outwedding will take place at St. of Christmas, our holiday formal heads of the various school actiwill be solved."
will be forthcoming.
ingin
unthanked,
work
Theresa's
idea
a
was
this
but
Church.
of
band
goes
dinner was last night, with Mrs. vities. The
JACK GABBERT (Commerce- this case, Iwould like to thank
gathering.
A
forth
at
this
pabrought
M.
of
honor.
guest
The engagement of Mary d'AuLeonard
Although you are aware that
Freshman) "Well, dandelions are these people and their committees
buchon and Ed Welch has recently jama party and exchange 'of gifts Then and there Assistant Athdollars of your money paid
three
cheap, so I'll stay in sequence." in the name of the other appreapDirector,
Bill
Fenton
was
letic
been announced. Ed is a pre-med ended the frolics.
beginning of eadh quarter
at
the
*
*
pointed to organize the group and
(Continued from page 1)
WILL HANSEN (Engineering- ciative students of SC.
at SC and Mary is a graduate of
the upkeep ol the
goes
towards
early,
is
it
Abbott
was
as
Although
awfully
it
"Bet"
installed
Soph) "Glad to be asked on such a
the Providence School of Nursing. McHUGH HAUL
library you probably do not real- A. Barrett Corrigan, S.J., dean of
business manager.
timely question because I hear is my only chance, so here's wishDorothy Merz and Jim Duggan
Bob
Trumbull
ize
thenumber of new books which studies at Seattle College, will give
by
everyone
a very Merry Christ- will
Under the able direction of
less than 300 couples showed at ing
also be married on the 28th
take
their places on the shelves. the address. Diplomas and hospithe
has
last week's Semi-Formal dance. Imas.
band
alReynolds,
We sadly bemoan, this week, Norm
of December at St Benedict's
Among
the three hundred will be tal pins will be presented to the
have talked to quite a few vets
ready made successful appearChurch. Dot will complete her the loss of BUI McNeil, a fellow
"Citizenship
and the New nine winter graduates by Mother
found:
Prep
preabout this problem and we have
ances at a Seattle
training at Harborview as a lab who has well representedthe hall
Day" by Paul Parley Womer, Giacomina, superintendent of nursGame
SC
rally,
all reached the same conclusion.
an
Thanksgiving
on the varsity basketbal squad.
tech in December.
(Continued from page 3)
That is, date dances are the best,
student body meeting, and last "Conversation With an Unrepent- es.
Music for the commencement
Stationed at Fort Lewis is John At the same time we would like week they played at the first i'iit Liberal" by Julius Seelze Blrand more of us would go if costs
man's league and rates him the Denning. John left for the army to welcome to the hall a newwill be offered by the
program
ler.
the
social
science,
To
field
of
would be cut down. This would be
meeting of the Pep Club.
comer, Don Kennedy.
title of Bowler of the Week.
Christmas
carolers of the student
quarter.
after
summer
He
attendStuart
Chase
has
contributed
"Dethe
comprise
a swell start butother things enter
Those wno
"Cats"
Plans are being set for initiation
Given below are the standings ed the College from '44 to '46.
too. I propose that the student
are: Norm Reynolds, trumpet; mocracy Under Pressure," "Whore nurses' glee club, and Alfred"
Friday.
activities for new members of the Bill Morino, accordion; Buzz is the Money Coming From?" and Small, army veteran attending Se
body take a vote on it in the next of the teams as of
organization as they arrive, now
Bower, drums; Steve Von Gasher, "For This We Fought." The vet- attle College. Ushers will be unelection."
Independents 11 1 .010
royces
that
has
officially
the
hall
been
sax; and Dick Eisen, clarinet. eran will be interested especially derclassmenin the School of NursJOANNE SHAY (Soc-Soph) tfendel
to
6 3 .866
ing: Sally Frombadh, Isabello
Club
established.
Lacking
a bass fiddle and an elec- in two volumes entitled"The Vet"Flowers for the hair are O.K. vfcHugh
Hall
5
4
.655
and
by
Our hats are off to Joe de Jard- tric guitar, the band continues to eran
Ills Future Job" Bed- Baumgartner, Jean Siemion, and
but for corsages, definitely no. Spectator
6 6 .500
individual
score
ford
and
highest
in
for
"When Johnny Comes Josephine Mortiboy.
(Dithe
search for two more "Cats."
They just don't look right on tho
ifa Smiths
6 6 .500
yet bowled in the league. Joe rector's note: As this is a Pep Marching Home" by Wector.
modern dress especially if you can
3 6 .333
3ngineers
"SHOW THE AD."
bowled a 210 game against Ma Band, no squares need apply.)
The field of literature is well
find a place to pin them."
At a meeting of the league
word has been received Smith's last week.
represented
Official
in
Stallknecht's
for
Suggestions
being
are
called
GEORGE THORNTON (Com. Monday plans were made for a1 from the
office of Duke Bob Ma- The McHugh hall ghost, which as to what the students would "Strange Seas of Thought," DeSci. -Frosh) "After a man has in- tournament during
Fashionable Cleaners
the Winter haney that the Wigwam Chapter prowled
outside of Father Car- like to have played at the games. Groat's "The Shakespeare's and
vested in tickets and a corsage, quarter.Hope was expressed thatt
of the Intercollegiate Knights mody's room for two weeks, It The band can play anything, so the Old Faith," or Robertson's
QUALITY CLEANING
it is entirely possible he will be many clubs would enter teams in1
will accept letters of application seems, has retreated to seclusion you name it, and they'll play it. "The Signpost."
AND PRESSING
money
low on
and run out of gas the league during the coming quar-"
EXPERT ALTERATIONS
for membership, up to 12:00, noon with a cessation of his pranks.
New religious reference books
afterwards BEWARE!"
ter. Several new independent; December 18, 1946. The letters
are not lacking. Witness for ex- 721 Madison
SE. 5316
This playful fellow would run up
EARLE E. IJBBY (Pre-Med- teams are being organized, among
f
are
to
be
addressed
to:
Fr.
Scott's
"AH"
You
Who
ample
and down the stairs outside of
Frosih) "To ban corsages would
them is a team captained by Al Honorable Duke,
Are Burdened," or Jurgensmeier's
father's room until he had fully
please some antagonize others. Ivanich formerly on the Spectator
"Mystical Body of Christ."
Wigwam Chapter.
roused him out of a sound sleep.
Why not let it be optional? If a
O
team.
One may travel far in imaginIntercollegiate
Knights
His usual time was around 1:30
man isn't individual enough to do
Rules were discussed at the The following information is to a. m. Monday morning.
ation with Brineino's "Cocks and
BARBER AND
or not do a thing, regardless of
Seattle Prep Harlequines, under Bulls in Caracas" or Peers' "Spain
meeting, including a method of" be included in the text of the letBEAUTY
SHOP
what others do, it's high time he
Formal notice is sent out to all the
penalizing teams which fail to ter:
able direction of iFather Ar- in Eclipse,"
1004 Madison
EL. 1004
realized his 'nose' is his own."
those souls withthe gambling spirshow up for their scheduled games. 1. Name,
thur Flagole. S.J., brother of FaMARGIE LeBRASSEUR (Histit:
Casino
is
now
for
Kelly's
open
ther Edward Flagol? here at the
Junior) "Corsages ruin the lines Other rules which have not beeni 2. Address.
regarding thei 3. Year. (Must be a member of business. Hours by appointment college, starts off their season
enforced
are
those
of a good dress and also detract
(Continued from page 1)
only; so make your reservations in
foul line and the practice of'■ th« freshman. Sophomore, or Junwith "A Christmas Carol," by
from the snakey perfume."
advance.
are
Get-rich-quick-boys
question
debated was the national
switching alleys after each frame. ior class. Also, indicate which
Dickens.
FRANCIS GASTINEAU (Econinvited also. Race Horse and
topic
Resolved; that labor
debate
These
matters
will
be
discussed
I
quarter.)
It will be presented at the WoSoph) "With the rising cost of
Poker; or bring your own dice.
should be given a direct share in
for
and
at
in
meeting
decidedupon
a
4.
point
average.
(Must
Grade
men's
Century
Club,
8:00 p.m. on
living it seems advisable to elimmanagement. Those Who debated
Visit McHugh Hallany weekend the 16th and
the first week of next quarter. be at least a 2-point over-all aveSEATTLE
COLLEGE
are
17th.
Tickets
50
inate this practice temporarily or
and one finds that it is quieter
were: Jim Mcßride and Jack
cents and 75 cents.
until the Republicans put the It was also decided that games rage.)
STUDENTS
Haasze, Frank Alishio and Mary
than the city morgue. Reason:
would not be scheduled during
5. High school activities.
country back on lt'a feet."
In the cast are such stars as Ellen Moore, Don Cox and Bob
just
Bellarmine
cleared
out
for
a
the
final
week
of
school because
6. College activities.
JEANNIE ROBERTS (Soc-SenBob Brown— "Scrooge," Ed Lor- Larson, Bill Michael and John
Bring In This Ad For a
7. Intentions as a member of weekend "liberty" to visit the old enz "Tiny-Tim," Don Farrel
ior) "I don't think corsages are of final exams.
Spellman, Bob Trumbull and
alma mater in Tacoma.
Intercollegiate
Knights.
l
"Marty's
Discount
necessary and wouldn't mind not
Ghost," John McKay— Blackie Thomas, and
Gene Bren8. Intentions as a member of
getting one Iwould just as soon
"John Thatcher," Bob Rose
ON
Outstandner
and
Andre
Charvet.
the ASSC.
eat after the dance."
"Scrooge's Nephew."
(Continued from page 1)
ing teams were the Michael-Spell9. How long you anticipate reALL GLASSES
BILL RIDENOUS (Eng.-Soph.)
man and Brenner-Charvet teams,
interpret the part of the blind maining at Seattle College.
will
"Yes, it's a needless expense."
"SHOW
THE
AD."
who won all of their debates.
date. Other members of the cast
In order to better understand
RALPH McCORMICK (Eng.Give That Skier
Benny Goodman, Jack Flood, the reasons for the interrogatory
are
Frosh) "No, corsages should not
Ground
Prescription
be banned at formals, but at oth- Ear1c Libby, Bob Truonbull form of application, it must be
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ART MATERIALS
Jeanne Dcrman, Dolores Gross, remembered that the IntercollegARMY TYPE
er dances it is up to the fellow
Pat Kelly, Pat Wilson and Ted iateKnights is a service organizawhether or not he wants to bring .
Delta, national
Alpha
Epsilon
SKI GOGGLES
Hofferty. There are still two parts tion. Having as its purpose serhis date flowers."
pre-med honorary, met last Wedthat have not yet been cast.
vice, sacrifice, and loyalty to Se- nesday to elect officers for the
JOHN FORD (Phil.-Frosh) "No,
Clintworth & Ewbanks
Ithink a fellow should bring a . The play will be directed by attle College, only members willing coming year. The results of the
corsage to his girl, but only for !'Mr. Crawley, ably assisted by Pat to fulfill this purpose are desired. election were as follows: President,
Schock. The stage manager is Jim
1012 Madison
SEneca 3060
formals or semi-formaldances."
(Between Pike and Pine)
Letters of application shall be Harmon Harrison; vice President,
1515 Second Avenue
Roddy, whohas charge of all lightTOM WEILER (Pre-Law-Frosh)
presented to a member of the IK's Raymond Healy; Secretary, Edscenery, etc. Pauline Cruick"Giving a girl a corsage shows ing,
on or before December 18, 1946. ward Raitano, Treasurer, James
production
shank is
manager, Maxthat a boy is thoughtful and in- !
The names of these members are: Hunt; and Historian, Charles Galine Pursley has charge of tickets
terested in his date, and suohi
Mahaney, John Powers, John braith.
Bob
thoughtfulness .-should be encour- and Don Wood is theater man- Deignan, Tom Tangney, Jerry
1012 MADISON ST.
Across the street from the Columbus Hospital
ager.
aged."
Jim McKay, Bill Moeller,
Thalle,
If any person is
in
O'Neill, Mike Mahoney, Bob
JOEMcEVOY (Econ-Senior) .helping out the stageinterested
crew, please Don
"As long as Volunteer Park and
Greene, Dick Walsh, Frank Donnotify Pauline Cruickshank.
Father Nichols maintaintheir gar- r
ghy, Dick Hall, Fred Holt, Gene Machine Cold Wave
The plot of "Best Foot Fordens, I'llbring: my girl corsages."
Lombardi, Bill Quinn, Ed Welch,
Machineless
ED LA FORTUNE (Eng-Frosh) ward" revolves around a series of and Ed Craig.
humorous and embarrassing situ"If more money were spent 09
corsages rather than fifths, the ations caused by a school boy who
NOOK
Oance wouldbe more successful." invites a Hollywood star to a
prom. Rosemary Lane
school
prep
ORVIIXE J. ALDER (Pre-Legal '
(X. 6220
62 Madison St.
ANN RILEY, Proprietor
Frosh) "It hardly seems fair to xis starred In the original Broadway production, as Gale Joy, the
"Serve Good Meats and
Broadway
ban an implement of good dress
EA. 8800
500
glamorous Hollywood star of the
You Serve Good Meals"
at S.C. dances, but the practice
play.

—

NEW BOOKS
ADDED TO
S.C. STACKS

Observer

Columbus Nurses

"

—

Bowling

IK's Pledge
New Members,
Mahoney Says

—

Fr. A. Flajole
Directs Prep
Christmas Play

—

"
"

TEN-

Debaters

—

—

Drama Guild

H. Harrison
Will Lead
AED Members

- FOUR

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

—
—

20%

—

(

LANCASTER'S
— PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY

'

PERMANENTS

-

-

!

J

Serv-U'Meat Co.

J

IDEAL BEAUTY

*

SYI.ER & STORMS

TEXACO SERVICE
11th & Union
Operated by Vets
Complete Lubrication
TIRES
BATTERIES

—

CORSAGES
Bride's Bouquets Cut Flowers
Sprays

Tonny's Flower Shop
708% Madison

MA. 3547

1

I,

Jappe's Pharmacy

By the Hill Gift Shop

AND
FILMS DEVELOPING
— CARDS - GIFTS
PRINTING
LUNCHES
400 18th
EA. 656

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
GREETING CARDS
INFANT'S SHOP
1008 Tarry Avenue

-

-

HAMBURGERS

SHORT ORDERS

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY
Where Collegians Meet

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes

TO THE EX-G.l.'s, FACULTY, STUDENTS
Our Library Is At Your Service.
Our Aim Is To Practice Professional Pharmacy.
Our Staff: Pat Dillon, ex- G. I. I. E. Guttafson

KIRK G. LANCASTER Pharmacist

